
Soul Realignment®

Clearing is absolutely the simplest part of Soul Realignment® work!  It is also one 

of the most beneficial aspects of this work.  

Obviously, we cannot “clear” actual karma.  Since karma is created third-

dimensionally through action and choice, it must also be resolved at that same 

dimensional level.  After all, our client is not going to wake up tomorrow morning 

in totally changed circumstances.  While we cannot give the client a clean karmic 

slate third-dimensionally, the fifth-dimensional aspect of our Divine Soul Blueprint 

and beyond is another matter.  

Remember that the fifth dimension is governed by intent.  If the client wants to 

resolve negative blocks and restrictions within their Divine Soul Blueprint and 

Clearing The  
Divine Soul Blueprint
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restore it to its original state at the fifth-dimensional level, then they can.  If we 

have the consciousness, then we can return our fifth-dimensional Divine Soul 

Blueprint to its original state, fifth-dimensionally.  And because all dimensional 

aspects are connected, we also end up affecting the sixth- and seventh-

dimensional aspects and beyond!

This is why it’s so very important that the client understands who they are at 

Soul-level, as well as what blocks and restrictions are present and how they 

created them, through choice.  It is only through consciousness that clearing 

work is effective.  The efficacy of clearing work is governed by the client’s 

consciousness as well as your own.  However, whether fifth-dimensional clearing 

work is effective is ultimately up to the client. 

If the client didn’t need consciousness in order to be able to intend the restoration 

of their original Divine Soul Blueprint, then we wouldn’t have to give them the 

session information at all.  “Clearing” is really just the result of your client willing 

the blocks and intentions to be resolved fifth-dimensionally for themselves.  

Because we were hired by our client to help them align to their Divine self-

expression, we have a mandate to add our own consciousness to the efficacy of 

the clearing process.  

The client can at all times reject the clearing work we do.  That’s why we can 

perform all clearing requests before we even talk to the client.  The intent is just 

held in the client’s Record until the client agrees to the process.  

All you have to do is access the client’s Records as you would for any Soul 

Realignment work, and speak the clearing requests included in your written 
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materials.  I suggest you say them out loud, because what matters here is intent.  

We do want you to focus your intention during this process and speaking out loud 

does so more effectively.  Over time, you may no longer feel the need to speak 

the clearing requests out loud, but I suggest doing so for at least your first twenty 

or so sessions.

The clearing requests are very straightforward.  I recommend completing the 

clearing requests as soon as you’re done working in the client’s Record and 

have gotten all the information, including full Soul stories for your client.  All these 

requests do is support the client with your consciousness and clarity of intention.  

The clearing work doesn’t technically happen until you speak with the client, and 

they agree to it being done.

You cannot effectively clear without having uncovered your client’s Soul stories.  

Remember, your consciousness as to what choices the client made is important 

to the efficacy of the clearing work, as well.  When you talk to your client in your 

session, you can tell them that you have already placed the intent of the clearing 

work into their Record, to be held there until they agree and choose it to be done.

Intent takes absolutely no effort.  Neither you nor your client has to “do” anything 

to activate the clearing work.  The exception here is clearing Soul Loss.  Because 

the client has essentially “amputated” parts of their own Divine Soul Blueprint, the 

client also has to reintegrate and heal their own Divine Soul Blueprint back into 

integrity.

I have included access in your members area to a video process that the client 

can do to restore the integrity of their Divine Soul Blueprint.  You can give them 
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access to this process.  Please note that they need to watch and listen to this 

video process, every day, for seven days in a row.  It is only two minutes long.  

There is “energetic repatterning” embedded both in the visual and auditory 

aspects of this video process that are important for its efficacy.  Please let the 

client know that merely listening or watching will not create the desired results.  

They must do both.

We have to involve the client’s physical aspect in the restoration of their Divine 

Soul Blueprint, because having a part of ourselves missing will of course affect 

every dimensional aspect of our Being!  There is no process for you to clear Soul 

Loss on the client’s behalf - this is up to them entirely.

Clearing Homework

Unfortunately, just intention by itself is not very satisfying to the client’s ego when 

it comes to clearing work!  This is why we also give the client “homework” to do.  

They receive a version of our clearing requests from you, to read out loud on 

their own behalf for twenty-one days in a row.

There is a general clearing request, and a place to insert additional requests, 

depending on what blocks and restrictions showed up for your clients.  You are 

receiving all of these clearing “homework” request contained in a zip file in your 

online members area - please copy and paste them together as appropriate for 

your client into a single document, and email it to them after your session, along 

with the Soul Loss process if necessary.

With the exception of the Soul Loss process, the client clearing homework is not 
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a necessary part of the clearing work.  It’s actually far more important that they 

make actual new choices in their lives.  However, the client clearing homework 

is a very effective way of opening the client’s mental body - especially the 

subconscious mind - to the effects of the clearing work.

You can explain to the client that the clearing happens fifth-dimensionally through 

intention. However, they will more effectively integrate the clearing work at the 

level of the conscious and subconscious mind if they also do their homework.

It will always be up to the client whether they want to do the clearing homework.  

As always, they create their own experience, through choice.  Please don’t attach 

as to whether they follow through.

If your client needs to do the process for Soul Loss, please have them do that 

particular process at least once, before doing their other homework.  If a client 

skips a day for either process, have them start over.  Consistency is important 

when we are using these processes to create vibrational shifts at the mental, 

subconscious, and physical levels.

The reason we have the client do their “homework” process for twenty-one days 

in a row is that it takes this much repetition for the subconscious mind to be 

permanently affected.

We do not have to assign any “homework” for a property clearing.  If the client 

wants to “do” something, they can feel free to smudge the property with sage, but 

it is not necessary to do so.
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How Clearing Works

Once the client intends the clearing to be done, their Divine Soul Blueprint is 

restored to its original state at their fifth-dimensional aspect and above.  This is 

temporary!  If the client just keeps doing what they have always done, they will 

just create brand-new blocks and restrictions based on the same old negative 

karmic patterns.

What the clearing does, however, is allow for a tremendous temporary inflow 

of vital force energy!  After all, we just unblocked the flow of vital force energy 

through the client’s Divine Soul Blueprint from the fifth-dimensional aspect on up.

How the client responds to this inflow of vital force energy varies hugely.  Ideally, 

this inflow of vital force energy makes it much, much easier for the client to take 

new action.  If they are open to change, the vital force energy they receive serves 

to realign some of their thought processes, which makes taking new action much 

easier.  Of course, the mental consciousness we created during the session 

serves to prepare the client’s mind to think differently about who they are.

Many clients feel incredibly energized and invigorated after their sessions.  Some 

of them also feel a shift while doing their homework, because it’s like getting an 

infusion of their own vital force energy and their own Divine nature!  This can be 

a bit dangerous!  Some clients love the feeling of doing the clearing homework 

so much that this is all they do.

They get attached to the temporary availability of vital force energy.  Some clients 

even want to do keep doing the homework beyond the twenty-one days.  Please 
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discourage them from doing so.  Divine self-expression doesn’t just happen to 

us through energy clearing.  The client must make new choices to create new, 

positive karmic patterns and align their human experience to their Divine Soul 

Blueprint in a lasting way.

Please let your clients know about the temporary opportunity that our clearing 

work represents.  We don’t want them to think they are “done” just because they 

feel differently for a while.

If the client is emotionally and mentally very attached to the choices they are 

currently making, and if they are in massive resistance, then clearing work can 

make them quite emotional. 

There can be some energetic “build up” and turbulence as vital fore energy 

collides with a mental or emotional body that is clinging to its egoic self-

identification and just doesn’t want to accept responsibility or the need to make 

new choices.  Occasionally, the client’s egoic self-image is also very entrenched 

and they come to a session expecting to be told what they already think of 

themselves!

If your client finds that they are emotional, or are having trouble sleeping, or 

feel any other kind of turmoil, tell them to keep doing the homework.  More 

importantly, tell them to make the new choices you discussed within the session.  

This will immediately relieve any discomfort.

Beyond this advice, we must detach from what the client does.  Occasionally, 

clients do not take the opportunity that clearing work offers them.  However, no 
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harm is ever done through clearing work.  The client will just decide they do not 

want to do the work and their Divine Soul Blueprint will once again block and 

restrict vital force energy to the level it was before your session.  Your client will 

feel everything is “back to normal.”  Of course, this means they will also continue 

to create the same circumstances.

Most clients are tremendously served by the inflow of vital force energy created 

by our clearing work.  Because we are receiving the energetic qualities that also 

make up who we actually are, the vital force energy literally energetically reminds 

us of our Divine nature.  If a client just makes a few small new choices that 

create alignment, that increase in vital force energy will become permanent.  The 

more vital force energy we align to, the more alignment we create, the more vital 

force energy we have access to, the more alignment we create.  Sometimes our 

sessions instigate massive life changes for our clients.

Occasionally, we we are presenting our session to someone other than the 

Soul we are working with.  For example, we may be presenting a young child’s 

session to their parent.  Young children really don’t have a fully formed egoic 

self-image. They will simply align themselves to the inflow of vital force energy as 

much as their circumstances allow.  For non-participating adults, the efficacy of 

the clearing depends on their overall intention to change or receiving assistance 

in transformation.  However, over six to twelve months, we occasionally see 

significant changes even in non-participating adult clients.

If, for example, you are presenting a session to the wife and are accessing and 

clearing the husband’s Soul, and he is completely closed to change in general … 

there’s just not much our clearing work will do for him!  
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If the person we are presenting to wants to do clearing homework on behalf of 

their children, a disabled elderly person or anyone else they have responsibility 

for, they certainly can do so (although it’s not necessary … but sometimes 

parents want to DO something.)  In this case, it’s best that it be read out loud in 

the presence of the person it is for.

The exception here is Soul Loss.  Ask the parent to play the process in the 

presence of the child on a computer or tablet.  Even if the child isn’t really 

watching, it will have an effect on them.

We do not give clearing homework to our clients to do on behalf of non-

participating adults.  It simply wouldn’t have any effect.
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Basic Soul Realignment® Clearing Request

I hereby set the following intention on behalf of [Client Name] that their Divine 

Soul Blueprint be restored to its original state as it was created by Divine Source 

at this Soul’s Origination.  I place this intention into [Client Name’s] Akashic 

Record, to be activated through the free will and consciousness of [Client Name].  

I make this request for [Client Name] at all available dimensional aspects of their 

Being, in all concepts of time, throughout all of existence ...

Remove all blocks and and restriction from [Client Name’s] Divine Soul Blueprint. 

Neutralize all negative or dissonant energies influencing him/her. Restore the 

Divine Soul Blueprint at all available dimensional aspects of [Client Name’s] 

existence to its original state at the instance of the Soul’s Creation by Divine 

Source.  Retain all Soul memories and learning experiences associated with all 

blocks and restrictions, acknowledging them as complete on all levels.  

(Insert Negative Spirit Guide Reassignment Request, if appropriate)

(Insert Attaching / Earthbound Souls Removal Request, if appropriate)

Remove all (name all that apply) negative unjustified karma / vows / contracts 

/ negative intentions / bargains / constraints / compassionate connections that 

[Client Name] has made and perpetuated, consciously or unconsciously, from 

[Client Name’s] Divine Soul Blueprint.  Release [Client Name] from all negative 

emotional and mental patterns associated with creating or participating in these 

agreements. Close all portalways not in alignment with [Client Name]’s Divine 

self-expression.
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Release and clear all negative programs [Client Name] may be consciously 

or unconsciously participating in or receiving.  Heal [Client Name’s] Golden 

Web of tears and scars, replacing all tainting with Creator substance. Restore 

[Client Name’s] Soul memory system to perfection for optimal operating in 

[Client Name’s] Divine self-expression at all dimensional aspects of their Being. 

Ensure that the subconscious, conscious and Higher Self are healthy and fully 

connected, working in complete harmony under all conditions.

Update [Client Name’s] Soul Record with the most congruent paths of Divine self-

expression available, dissolving all paths that are not aligned to his / her restored 

Divine Soul Blueprint. Removing all perception of limitation and judgment arising 

from the collective consciousness.

Allow all upgrades to engage with [Client Name’s] physical body on a cellular 

level, integrating his/her Divine self-expression into his/her physicality, 

manifesting all positive changes into his/her current third-dimensional reality. 

Assign members of [Client Name’s] Spirit Guide team to ensure that all upgrades 

take place in a manner that ensures his/her optimal spiritual, mental, emotional 

and physical comfort.

(Insert additional requests, as appropriate)

Restore all Spheres of Protection for [Client Name].  In the highest good of all 

Beings, I entrust this intention to be placed into [Client Name’s] Akashic Record. 

Thank you, thank you, thank you.
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Basic Removal Request For Attaching Souls, Earth-
bound Souls and Negative Spirit Guides

Remove all Attaching / Earthbound Souls / Negative Spirit Guides and that are 

attached to or interfering in any way with [Client Name].  We request assistance 

in their continuation to their respective appropriate next experience.

Block all further access between [Client Name] and the removed Souls for all 

time, on all subtle levels, via any agreement.  Clear all memory channels and 

access points to these Souls, severing all connections for all time.

Remove and render void at root choice all agreements between [Client Name] 

and all Souls causing interference. Retain all learning experiences while 

acknowledging them as complete.  Restore Spheres of Protection around and 

about all removed Souls.

Negative Spirit Guide Reassignment Request 

For (Client Name), please acknowledge all negative or disruptive Guides present, 

so that they may never serve as Guides to (Client Name) again.

(Insert the Basic Removal Request)

Update all positive Guides throughout [Client Name’s] spiritual committee so that 

they uphold [Client’s] restored Divine Soul Blueprint, adding to and restructuring 

the committee as necessary to support [Client Name’s] Divine self-expression in 

this lifetime. Stabilize this team so that no further changes to the team structure 
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will be necessary. Allow for additional, temporary Guides to come and go as 

needed, providing temporary support in alignment with [Client Name’s] Divine 

self-expression. 

Independent Negative Thought Forms Clearing

Disconnect [Client Name] from any Independent Negative Thought forms that 

they are currently engaged with.  Clear all negative energies through which 

[Client Name] is engaging with these Independent Negative Thought Form.  

Upgrade [Client Name’s] mental and emotional energy patterns to support this 

disconnection, so that they may step into their Divine self-expression.

Implant Clearing (Physical and Etheric)

For [Client Name], disconnect all negative implants and associated programs 

from all internal and external power sources, including the endocrine, 

neurological and central nervous systems.

Transmute any negative or interfering energy from this implant to Divine Love 

before releasing it back to Source. Re-tone the implant device to D-sharp for the 

highest good of all. Facilitate the removal or dissolution of this implant, healing 

the implanted area with Creator substance. Close all portalways of accessibility 

completely and forever.

(Note: D-sharp is a musical note on the Western scale that resonates to 

vibrational neutrality.
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Godspark Reweaving Request

Remove, clear and repair all damage, distortion or misalignment within [Client 

Name’s]  Godspark(s), including all memory and residue of damage.

Fill all open portalways to other sources, including all religions, teachings, 

techniques, masters, teachers, healers, or organizations with Creator substance 

and close them for all time.

Reweave and restore their Godspark(s) to receive 100% pure vital force energy 

from Divine Source, as is congruent to their Divine self-expression. 

Negative Unjustified Karma

For [Client Name], delete from their Soul’s memory system all negative 

unjustified karma that no longer serves their Divine self-expression.  Retain all 

learning experiences while acknowledging them as complete on all levels.  

Negative Astral Travel

For [Client Name], restore all transition states and processes for astral travel 

for optimal mental, emotional and physical health and vitality, in alignment with 

their Divine self-expression.  Assign members of [Client Name’s] Spirit Guide 

team to uphold these restored transition states and processes until they are fully 

integrated.
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Property Realignment Request

I hereby set the following intention on behalf of the following property, [insert 

property address] and place this intention into this property’s Akashic Record, to 

be activated through the free will and consciousness of its owner, [Client Name].

Please conduct all of the following requests for (property address) at all available 

dimensional aspects of its existence, in all concepts of time, throughout all of 

Creation ...

Neutralize all negative and discordant energies influencing this property.  

Energetically align this property with [Client Name’s] Divine self-expression, and 

the Divine self-expression of all of its inhabitants.

Dissipate any negative energy from any physical structural element, all electrical 

system components, and all objects located within the property, retoning them to 

neutrality.  Neutralize all electromagnetic fields within the property.  Disallow any 

interference with the free will of its inhabitants.  Fill all entry and exit points to the 

property with Creator substance to maintain its energetic integrity at all times.

(Insert additional requests, as appropriate)

Place spheres of Divine Love and Protection above, below, around and about 

this property, Place a circle of ultraviolet light and violet fire outside the spheres 

to cleanse and purify all negative energies.  In the highest good of all Beings, I 

entrust this intention to be placed into this property’s Akashic Record. Thank you, 

thank you, thank you.
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For Earthbound Souls

Remove all Earthbound Souls and that are attached to or interfering in any way 

with this property.  We request assistance in these Souls’ continuation to their 

respective appropriate next experience.

Block all further access between this property and the removed Souls for all 

time, on all subtle levels.  Close all portalways and access points to these Souls, 

severing all connections for all time.

For Independent Negative Thought Forms

Disconnect this property from any Independent Negative Thought forms that 

are currently influencing its energetic state.  Clear all negative energies through 

which this property is accessed by these Independent Negative Thought Form.  

Close all portalways and access points to these Independent Negative Thought 

Forms, severing all influence for all time.

For Negative Thought Forms 

Dissipate any negative thought forms upheld within, directed at or created about 

this property.  Upgrade all fourth-dimensional perception of this property in 

perpetuity to disallow any further influence by negative thought forms.
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For Anger Spears

Dissipate any anger spears directed at this property.  Upgrade all fourth-

dimensional perception of this property in perpetuity to disallow anger spear 

influence for all time.

For reassigning property

Complete the transformation and reassignment of this location from [burial 

ground / sacred site / battle ground] to the current assignment of [home / 

workplace / etc.] , honoring and blessing all that has come before to support all 

that is now and is yet to come.

For a gateway

Close this gateway fill it with Creator substance so it can never be reopened.  

Assign a Guardian Angel from the highest possible dimension to guard this 

location, disallowing this gateway to be reopened.
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Congratulations!

You have completed your Soul Realignment® Certification Program!

In order to complete your certification process, please present your sessions to 

five practice clients.  Once completed, please ask your practice clients to fill out 

the brief form on this page:

http://www.soulrealignment.com/certification/

Once all your practice clients have completed their feedback form, we will notify 

you and ask you for your picture and bio for inclusion in our online Directory. 
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The Soul Realignment Protocol

Locating The Soul

• Do I locate this individual, [current name, born as (name at birth), on 

(date of birth) in (place of birth)] in the Akashic Records?  

• Do I have this individual confused with any other, alive or dead? 

• Is [client name] a mono-souled individual, with one Soul in this body 

for this lifetime? 

• (If no) Is [client name] Soul-shifting with two or more Souls involved?

• Are any Soul situations disallowing access to Truth for this Soul at this 

time?

• (If yes) Is this Soul using a shell? Is this Soul a Changeling? Is this 

Soul a Light Power Imager?

• (If no) Is this Soul positive?

• (If no) Is this Soul negative?

For Shells

• Is this shell being used for the sake of protection?

• (If no) Is this shell being used for the sake of deception?

• Does this shell originate from a positive Soul? A negative Soul?

• To what percentage does this Soul identify with the Soul from which 

the shell originated? Less than 50%? More than 50%? (Dowse for 

within 10%)

For Light Power Imaging

• For how many lifetimes has this Soul been practicing Light Power 

Imaging? More than one? Two? Etc.

For Soul-Shifting Situations

• How many Souls are involved in this Soul-shifting situation?(Two? 
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Three? Four? Etc.)

• Is this a one-time situation (MUST be two Souls ONLY), or is it 

ongoing?

For Ongoing Soul-shifting:

• Which Soul was originally intended for this physical incarnation? 

(Usually 1BOLS, sometimes others. The intended Soul is your 

“client.”)

• What percentage of the time does the 1BOLS spend in the body? 

More than 50%? 60%? Etc. What percentage of time does the 2BOLS 

spend in the body? Etc. (MUST add up to 100%)

• Does the Soul shift happen daily? Weekly? Monthly? Less than 

monthly?

The Divine Soul Blueprint

• What is the Soul’s primary Energy Center?  (1 - 8)

• Is there a secondary Energy Center?  If yes, what is it? (1 - 8)

• What percentage of the Soul’s Blueprint does the primary Energy 

Center represent? 

• (If secondary is present ONLY)  What percentage of the Soul’s 

Blueprint does the secondary Energy Center represent?

• What is [Client Name’s] Soul Group of Origination?

• Is there an overtone or underlay?

• (If yes) Is there an overtone?

• (If no) Is there an underlay? (Can only be one or the other!)

The Soul Profile

• What is the Soul’s vibration rate?

• Is it more than 5.0?  5.5?  Etc.

• Are there spheres of protection present?
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• (If yes) How many?  More than 1?  More than 2?  Etc.

• Were there any spheres of protection present at birth?

• (If yes) How many?  More than 1?  More than 2?  Etc.

• Is there a secondary Godspark? Y/N

• (If no) Is there a candidacy for a secondary Godspark? Y / N

• (For candidacy / secondary) At what chakra will the secondary 

Godspark be located / is the secondary Godspark located? (4 - 7)

• How many white lights are present? (0 - 30)

• (If 30) Are any blue lights present? 

• (If yes) How many blue lights are present? (1- 10)

Blocks and Restrictions

• Is the primary Godspark damaged? Y / N

• (If present) Is the secondary Godspark damaged? Y/N

• How many Spirit Guides are assigned to [Client]?  4? 5? 6?

• Are any of these Guides negative? Y/N

• (If yes) How many of these Guides are negative? 

• (If present) Which position(s) do they hold on the team?

• Are there any tears in the Golden Web?  If yes, how many?  At what 

chakra(s) are they located?

• Are there any scars in the Golden Web? If yes, how many?  At what 

chakra(s) are they located?

• Is there memory loss from the Golden Web?  Is there memory added? 

Clouded? Programmed? Highlighted? (Can be multiple issues.)

• Are there any additional Souls attached? If yes, how many?

• Did the attachment originate in a past life?  (Usually yes)

• (If no) Did the attachment originate in this lifetime? 

• Are there any Earthbound Souls drawing energy from [Client]?
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• If yes, how many?

• If yes, are any of the Earthbound Souls independent?

• If yes, are any of the Earthbound Souls disruptive?

• For Earthbound Souls ONLY: Are they a family member?  Male?  

Female?  One generation removed?  Two generations removed?  

Same generation?

• Are there any negative thought forms influencing [Client?]  If yes, how 

many?

• Are they directed at [Client?] Created about [Client?] Created by 

[Client?]

• Are there any anger spears directed at [Client]?

• (For directed / created about / anger spears) Are these directed or 

created by a family member? Friend? Co-worker? Client? Etc. ... 

(usually just ONE person)

• Is [Client] engaging with any Independent Negative Thought Forms?  

If yes, with how many?

• If yes, what is the energy through which they are engaged with the 

Independent Negative Thought Form? (Use Programs / Energetic 

Statement Chart on Page 198)

• Through which chakra is this engagement happening?

• Are there any compassionate connections with any other Soul?

• If yes, how many compassionate connections are present?

• Who have these compassionate connections been created with?  

Family member(s)? Friend(s)? Co-worker(s)? Client(s)? Etc. …

• Are there any contracts in [Client’s] Record?

• If yes, is it a contract of protection / healing / Soulmate? (Can be 

multiple)
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• Was this contract created in a past life?  (Usually yes!)

• Was it created as one-sided / mutual?  Is it currently one-sided / 

mutual?

• (For Protection / Healing) Is my client on the receiving or giving end of 

the Protection / Healing?

• Does [Client Name’s] Soul hold a perception of karma that is 

unjustified?

• What is the energetic statement of this unjustified karma? (Use 

Programs / Energetic Statement Chart.)

• Are there any negative physical or etheric implants present for 

[Client]?

• If yes: Is there a negative physical implant?  A negative etheric 

implant?

• How many of each are present?  One?  Two?

• Has [Client] experienced any Soul Loss?  What percentage of the 

Soul was lost?

• Is [Client] currently holding a percentage of Soul Loss from another 

Soul?  What percentage?

• Are there any portalways open that are creating a distraction from 

[Client’s] current human experience?

• (If yes) How many?

• (If yes) Are these portalways open to past lives?  The astral planes?  

The client’s subconscious?

• Is [Client Name] currently engaged in negative astral travel?  

• Is the negative astral travel focused on the 3rd / 4th dimensional 

intersection?  The 4th / 5th dimensional intersection? (Can be both.)

• Is the client currently engaged in incomplete negative astral travel?
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• Is there a negative intention affecting [Client] at this time?

• If yes: Is there a negative intention placed upon [Client]?

• If no: Is there a negative intention placed by [Client]?

• Is there a Soul-level bargain currently affecting [Client]?

• Did it originate in a past life?  (If no) Present life?

• Is there a constraint currently affecting [Client]?

• Did it originate in a past life?  (If no) Present life?

• Is [Client] affected by any Vows?

• Are they vows to a perceived spiritual authority?

• Are they vows to another?

• Do these vows originate in a past life?  Present life?

• How many vows are there?  What are they? (Obedience, Chastity, 

Poverty, Suffering, Sacrifice, and Silence)

• To what percentage is [Client’s] mental life occupied?

• To what percentage is [Client’s] emotional life occupied?

Soul Stories

• Is this negative karmic pattern a past-life or present-life pattern?

• (For past-life) How many lifetimes ago did my client instigate this 

negative karmic pattern?

• Was my client incarnated as male or female in that lifetime?

• (For present-life) At what present-life age did my client instigate this 

negative karmic pattern?

For Attaching Souls (or discovering who else was involved)

• Was this Attaching Soul a family member?  Immediate Family?  

Relative?  Spouse?  Lover?  Romantic interest?  Friend?  Authority 

figure?

For Programs / Energetic Statements
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• What program is this (Attaching Soul / Implant / negative Guide) 

running?  (Use Programs / Energetic Statements chart)

• Is this a mental or emotional body program?

• At what chakra is this program running?

• What is the energetic statement created by this (negative unjustified 

karma/ negative thought form /  negative intentions /  bargain /  and 

constraint)?

For Implants

• If past life (usually it is!): How many lifetimes ago was this implant 

received?

• Did my client join a group or organization in that lifetime?

• What kind of group or organization? (Religious, political, educational, 

military, social, economic, etc. ... there’s only so many kind of groups 

we can join!)

• Did the client perceive personal gain from joining / staying in the 

group? If yes, what did they get out of joining or staying?

• Did the client recognize at some point that the organization was 

corrupt?

• What negative choices did the client feel they needed to make in 

order to stay in the organization?

For Negative Unjustified Karma

• Did my client cause physical harm?  (If no) Emotional harm?

• (If physical) Was someone killed?  Injured?  Disabled?

• (If emotional) Was there a perception of betrayal?

For Present-Life Issues

• At what present-life age was this negative Guide hired /  did the 

engagement with the independent negative thought form start?
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Soul Realignment® Practitioner Code of Ethics

This Code of Ethics is intended to assist all Soul Realignment® Practitioners (“Practitioners”) in 

performing their work in alignment with professional standards and ethics.

1. Respect the client

Practitioners shall uphold that our clients are Divine Beings, fully empowered through free will 

to create their own human experience. Practitioners shall treat each client in a respectful and 

caring fashion and promote the client’s self-determination at all times.

2. Act in the highest good of all.

Practitioners shall undertake professional assignments only as qualified, and shall provide 

services that match the needs of their clients. Practitioners shall undertake ongoing effort to 

develop and maintain their competence, and seek assistance from their peers and teachers 

whenever appropriate.

3. Be honest with everyone.

Practitioners shall not knowingly mislead a client about the suitability of their services or 

misinform clients for whom they are providing services. Practitioners will not position themselves 

as the “only” solution to a client’s situation or as the only means of a client’s advancement on 

their spiritual path. Practitioners shall not make unreasonable promises as to the results of their 

work.

Practitioners shall credit the intellectual property right of work, methods, and tools created by 

others in such a way that all parties involved are always clear as to the origin of such and the 

rights of the Practitioner to use or cite such work, methods or tools.

4. Do no harm.

Practitioners shall not expose clients to any unreasonable amount of mental, emotional, or 

physical stress. Practitioners shall avoid creating fear in clients, especially for the purpose of 
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soliciting further services or positioning themselves as an authority over the client. Practitioners 

shall not foster dependence within a client, but rather encourage them towards their own inner 

wisdom. Practitioners will not tell clients what to do, but shall empower clients to make their own 

choices.

5. Act in integrity.

Practitioners shall work in a spirit of respectful collaboration and cooperation with their clients, 

peers, and teachers. Practitioners shall not discriminate against their clients, peers or teachers 

on the basis of age, gender, gender identity, race, ethnicity, culture, national origin, religion, 

sexual orientation, disability, socioeconomic status, or any basis proscribed by law. Practitioners 

shall not make public derogatory comments about their clients, peers, or teachers. Practitioners 

shall never knowingly use material in their work that is illegal, immoral, or which may hurt or 

damage a person or group of people.

6. Avoid conflicts of interest.

Practitioners shall avoid all known conflicts of interest with their clients, peers, and teachers and 

shall promptly inform all parties of any business association, interests, or circumstances that 

could influence their judgments or the quality of their services. Practitioners shall not accept any 

assignments that would knowingly create a possible conflict of interest between themselves and 

their clients, peers, or teachers. Practitioners shall advise clients when a proposed service is not 

in the client’s best interest and provide a rationale for this advice.

7. Respect privacy, confidentiality, and anonymity.

Practitioners shall not reveal information that identifies clients without their permission and shall 

take reasonable precautions to avoid such information from being disclosed unintentionally.  

Practitioners shall never disclose in their writings, reports, teaching materials or other public 

media or otherwise make public any information they have acquired about clients, peers or 

teachers in the course of their professional work unless disclosure is both legal and that they 

have either taken reasonable steps to disguise the identity of the client, peer, or teacher, or they 

have the express permission to disclose.
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8. Do not interfere with free will.

Practitioners shall not attempt to energetically access the Akashic Record or Spirit Guide team 

of any client, peer or teacher or perform any services without express permission to do so. 

Performing reading, healing, or clearing work without consent constitutes an attempt to interfere 

with the free will of another, and is never under any circumstances acceptable.

9. Do not infringe on copyright.

Maintaining the integrity of the modality honors the investment that every Practitioner has 

made in the Soul Realignment® Practitioner Training Program. Practitioners shall not teach 

the modality of Soul Realignment® in whole or in part, imitate the structure of the course or 

its process of intuitive development and Akashic Record access, or distribute any part of the 

course to others through any medium.

By employing the techniques, methods and training as taught in this Certification Course, the 

Practitioner agrees to provide all services in alignment with the ethical principles stated in this 

Code of Ethics.  Failure to do so may result in the immediate revocation of Practitioner benefits. 

These benefits include but may not be limited to:

• Use of the Soul Realignment® name and trademark in any of my promotional or 

biographical materials.

• Listing in the Practitioner Directory of the Soul Realignment® website.

• Participation in the Soul Realignment® affiliate program.

• Access to the Practitioner membership area of the Soul

• Realignment® website.


